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SEEKERS LOOSE A SONG WRITER

British pop group the Seekers have lost their songwriter. The trio of Michael and Colin Graham and Judith Durham have split up in New York after the recent death of Graham's mother. The group was formed by Mike and Graham in 1962 and have had many hits, including "I Kissed a Girl," "The Carnival Is Over," "Working Girl," and "Call Me Anything." They were the first Australian pop group to have a U.S. hit with "Love Is" and have had several other hits in the U.S. and Australia. The group's last hit was "Evil Woman/Jealous Again" in 1969.

Mick Jagger at 65

The Rolling Stones' frontman and lead singer, Mick Jagger, celebrated his 65th birthday on July 26. Jagger has been a mainstay of the British music scene since the 1960s and has been the lead singer of the Rolling Stones since the late 1960s. He has also been involved in film, television, and theater. Jagger is known for his distinctive voice and is a member of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.

ERIC BURDON IN FILM

Fifty years ago, Eric Burdon, the frontman of the Animals, was born in London. He has had a successful career as a singer and songwriter and has released numerous albums. His band, the Animals, had several hits, including "The House of the Rising Sun," "We Gotta Get Out of This Place," and "Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood." Burdon has also had a successful solo career and has released several albums. He has been involved in activism and has been a vocal supporter of various causes, including peace and human rights.

NEW SINGLE FOR TOM JONES; ALBUM, TV

Tom Jones has released a new single, "Sherry," and has an upcoming album and television appearance. The song was written by the late Tom Jones and was recorded in Nashville. Jones has had several hits, including "It's Not Unusual," "Delilah," and "Green Green Grass of Home." He has been a successful performer and has had a long and successful career.

GO-SET'S NATIONAL TOP 40

Ian Meldrum gets stuck in keyholes

The Go-Set's national Top 40 is the most up-to-date authoritative Top 40.

The miracle of TRINI LOPEZ

The British rock band TRINI LOPEZ has released a new album, "The Miracle of TRINI LOPEZ," which features the band's signature blend of rock and roll and soul music. The album includes several new songs, including "The Miracle of TRINI LOPEZ," "I'm Gonna Love You," and "I'm Gonna Be a Star." The album has received critical acclaim and has been well received by fans.

Dave Dee coming here

Dave Dee, the British singer and songwriter, is coming to Australia. His hits include "The Miracle of TRINI LOPEZ," "I'm Gonna Love You," and "I'm Gonna Be a Star." He has had a successful career and has released several albums. He is a popular performer and has been a favorite of fans for many years.

BEE GEES GET $30,000

The Bee Gees, the Australian pop group, have been sold to a new record label for $30,000. The group has had several hits, including "Stayin' Alive," "Staying Alive," and "Jive Talk." They have been a successful group and have had a long and successful career.

STAND UP FOR MUSIC

The Stand Up for Music campaign has been launched to support the music industry. The campaign aims to raise awareness of the importance of music in our lives and to support the musicians and the music industry. The campaign has been launched in response to the recent downturn in the music industry.

THE TROGGS ARE COMING

The Troggs, the British rock band, are coming to Australia. Their hits include "QQQ," "Love Is a Battlefield," and "30 Days in Heaven." They have had a successful career and have been a favorite of fans for many years.

THIL JONES & THE UNKNOWN BLUES KRAVE NEW WORLD OF FAIRYTALES

Thil Jones and the Unknown Blues have released a new album, "Krave New World of Fairytales," which features the band's signature blend of blues and rock music. The album includes several new songs, including "Krave New World of Fairytales," "Krave New World of Fairytales," and "Krave New World of Fairytales." The album has received critical acclaim and has been well received by fans.
ERIC CLAPTON IS THE CAPTAIN

You go to a dance and hear a guitar playing, more exciting than was ever done 12 months ago. You don't really take much notice, you feel quite normal about it. A reason for all this: ERIC CLAPTON.

Eric Clapton, asked on the Cream, got to nearly every guitarist digging the scene. At the risk of everybody thinking I'm a pig, I'll say Jimi Hendrix couldn't bring up the show. Eric can do it as far as he can go, you see. He can play and play, and that's a musical way of saying it. Eric can play guitar, the best guitarist in the world. Eric first heard back in the drizzly old Yardbirds (Yak). He was so hung up in the Yardbirds that he knew his own and joined the Powerhouse house. Eric has a lot of track with the Cream, he's a very young man, and the Cream are doing well. From the Powerhouse he moved to the Jimi Hendrix Blues Breakers and put out the best white blues LP. He's never heard. Too much for the milieu. English Melody Maker had an ideal group roll and the music picked the ideal group as Eric Clapton, lead guitarist, Roger Chapman, singer, and Ginger Baker as the cream of all the bands. Ginger Baker was with Graham Bond and Jack Bruce had all said Bond and was with Macleod Mann, they thought that group would be too much so they brought Eric to leave Myal and join them. The Cream was born.

Music critics said of the Cream, "The best group musically in the west, they have improved 50%. What can you say about those groups who are best of their kind in the world? Clapton is so exciting, every time I hear him, I write six pages about Eric one night and tell you not to say Eric is the best. You'll believe it!"

THE COLOURS

THE COLOURS are somewhat frantic at the pop music business of today. The four of them are young, clean, neat and tidy, and behave like gentlemen. If it doesn't make them unique then nothing does. These four young men are as normal as the young fellow who might have been next door to you.

And their music is original, and natural, that's what they haven't a whole like to have a certain colour, a "candy" for second rate performances. The Colour make MUSICAL moves.

There is a nice simple baseline that runs through THE COLOURS; reminiscent of Herma's Hermes by no means a planned caricature of that group.

THE COLOURS were first formed last year. They played at "The New Faces" and were hand picked especially for the session. Since then, they have performed in many areas, without changing in any way that their music is the same sort of music. The COLOURS are backed by a very happy bunch of young men who plug well together. The attitude is evident in the music they play and the manner in which they perform.

THE COLOURS consist of John Austin, lead vocalist, Tony Bower, lead guitar, and lead vocalist, David Hewitt, rhythm guitar and bass. Peter Smith plays gong and drums.

RAVING AROUND AUSTRALIA

ABC BRISBANE

Well, we've heard a lot of stories about Australian pop bands, but this is the first time we've heard of a band that actually is from Australia. The Twilights are a five-piece group from Sydney, and they are going to give us a taste of their music in a moment.

Stan Rose's Tonic
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SOUNDS INCORPORATED
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TWILIGHT S'S SINGLE

The Twilights are a five-piece group from Sydney, and they are going to give us a taste of their music in a moment.

THE TWILIGHTS

Australian No. 1 Group Promises to Inspire Me with The Way They Play. Cathy Come Home. New Available on Columbia 16 of Original Big Hits. We wish you to design a psychedelic tapestry that will last for a long time, and it will probably last for a long time.
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LILY ANSWERS QUESTIONS

Dear Lily,

I think the Playboys have broken up, but you will never succeed in getting them back together. Pam Chilton, Windgap, N.A.

Who is part of England's top group and how do they earn their income? — London

Are you married to a man who is really good at music? — Yes. How tall is Gene Trueman? — 5'9".

Do you like David Moline's style of singing? — Sure. Is it possible to get to London by plane? — Yes, it is.

Dear Lily,

I once heard about the background of the band, but you gave me something about his family and kids so far. Is it true what he said about the band? — Yes. How tall is the band? — The tallest one is 5'9".

Dear Lily,

Can you help me with a question? — Yes, I can.

Dear Lily,

I was wondering if you could give me some information about your family and kids. — You can check out my family and kids on my website. — Lily
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WE ON A "WY UI!

BOWL YOUR FAVOURITE GROUP ONTO THE "WHO SMALL FACES TOUR"

HOW TO DO IT:
Pick a group at the Golden Bowl Sports Centre, 257 Sydney Road, Northcote. If you win, the group will be added to the "Who Small Faces Tour". If you lose, the group will play a small club in Melbourne. You may only pick one group per person. The winner will be determined by a jury of 10 people. If you win, you will be invited to a private party with the group.

You can get your group on the Melbourne Small Faces Tour by playing a game at the Golden Bowl. There will be a grand prize of a year's supply of wine for the winner. The group will be added to the "Who Small Faces Tour" and will play at the Garden of Eden in Melbourne.

Make sure you go and see The Golden Bowl on Wednesday, November 22, 1967, for your chance to win. Good luck!
Once upon a time the Australian pop scene meant only entertainment for the teenagers... adults shared the idea that their children should be entertained and respect long-haired entertainers with their new music... that was once upon a time.

Once Upon A Twilight will change everything. This hilarious half-hour musical comedy show will provide pop humor that will appeal to the old time favorites as well as the young at heart.

Once Upon A Twilight" features Australia's top group. The 'Twilights', as the stars of this show, each member of the group will portray his own character on stage in a complete theatrical laugh.

Combined with these six zany characters will be the new old version of stage doors and radio. Mary Harr, who will portray their secretary, never has there been a more amusing secretary. The show will also feature a variety of pop stars that will feature... the first being 'Rosie's Room' as well as Australia's top artists and actresses who will play different character roles.

The weekly series will be filmed at different locations across Australia. The Twilight's home location being Melbourne with other locations in Sydney, Adelaide, Albert (commonly known as "Horley's")

Twilights will be writing all the songs on the show and, at least during the first season, they plan to record them for a recording company, E.M.I. will the series on an L.P.

Twilights also wrote the title song of the show... a hit if ever there was a show... a hit! The story of the show is so much that there are four possible storylines for the show, but the star of the show, Simon, who is the brains and producer of the show, will choose the storyline on a weekly basis.

The show will be shown nationally on a weekly basis. It is not hard to write a comedy show around the lives of these six characters.

Gary says... the Twilight's manager said last night that the Twilight's will still be going in the UK, but the trip will have to be postponed for at least three months. It is not once upon a time story that has become a reality.
Dear Sue Flett,

I was interested in writing about the new line of beauty products that have been introduced by our company. I wanted to know more about the ingredients used in these products and how they help in maintaining beautiful skin. Could you please provide me with some information on this?

Sue Flett

Dear Leslie PIxie,

I'm writing to you because I need your help with something. I have a friend who is going through a tough time right now, and I want to do something to make their day. Do you have any ideas or suggestions on how I can help?

Leslie PIxie

Sue Flett's Beauty Notes

"THE SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS"

For some girls being unimportant body odor is a serious issue, but for others, it's not a big deal. If you are one of those who think body odor is not a problem, then you are not aware of the fact that it can affect your self-confidence. To help you address this issue, Sue Flett, a celebrity beauty expert, has come up with some tips that can help you control your body odor.

1. Keep your body clean: Regular bathing and showering can help reduce body odor. Use a mild soap and wash your body thoroughly.
2. Use deodorant: Choose a deodorant that works well for you and apply it regularly.
3. Change your clothes: Wearing clean clothes can help reduce body odor. Make sure to wash your clothes regularly.
4. Avoid tight-fitting clothes: Wearing tight-fitting clothes can trap sweat and lead to body odor.

What's in the Stars for You?

ARIES March 21 - April 19

You may feel like you have a lot of energy and enthusiasm today. You may find yourself feeling more ambitious and motivated than usual. This is a great day to take on new challenges and to try new things.

LUTHERAN CHURCH November 28 - December 21

You may find yourself feeling more creative and innovative today. You may have new ideas and insights that you want to share with others. This is a great day to express yourself and to let your creativity flow.

LEO July 23 - August 22

You may feel more confident and assertive today. You may find yourself more willing to stand up for yourself and to speak your mind. This is a great day to assert your needs and to be who you truly are.

CAPRICORN December 22 - January 19

You may find yourself feeling more organized and efficient today. You may have a clear plan of action and be able to accomplish a lot in a short amount of time. This is a great day to get things done and to make progress.

What's in the Stars for You? (continued)

With love and light,
Sue Flett
A TASTE OF HONEY - WITH TIMOTHY

Where have all the flowers gone?
Gone to GANDLAND every one...

If you still staunchly cling to that blue pin-striped, double-breasted suit, with turn-ups and sport a dark butterfly, hat...

For you could be one of the fashion revolutionaries very shrewd.

Today's omni-mag from San Francisco that Flower People is not and that bells, beads and feathers are shortly to be as tossed around fashions what can Tarry Street has long suspected. The happy cock is in dying and the'gangster' look of the twenties and thirties may well be in.

In a high-speed tour of Carnaby Street today, I found the boutique with work planning to turn us all into a cross between James Cagney and Humphries.

"We have realized for some time now this hippy clothes are on the way out", said Mr. Ralph Brownaker, manager of Co. "We will only the happy ever after in nothing else"

This not to worry for every Indian immediately became London and Australia always take longer to changes than America after all is very much is in demand.

My Brownaker as common with all the Oger boutique owners as searching for the happy ever after in the happy ever after is going to be very big. We are already selling gangster pants and they are selling very well.

The posters - a whole form of market research - depict a couple of Tokyo girls in their furry and Virtue than American cars.

Jewellery

"TT" Southern Cross Place
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THE LOVE IN
THURSDAY NIGHT
FOLK & JAZZ
MAU MAU
supported by the maud family dog
SUNDAY 6-12
FOLK & JAZZ
167 FARADAY ST. CARLTON
(Cnr. Drummond St.)

3TR Beat the BOMB!

13-26 November
1¼" 15 cents

11" 20 cents

12" 25 cents

1½" 25 cents

OPUS

SUNDAY
the twilights
cherokees
the final four

Saturday
the group peter doyle
m.p.d. ltd. the young once
the valentines

NTH AVENUE
PSYCHEDELIC IN PEOPLE LIKE THE
BEST IN
MADELY SMITH BLUES BAND

Le CHATEAU
AUCTIONS NOV 25-26
FRIDAY ANDY JAMES ASYLUM SATURDAY WILD CHERRIES CHEROKEES SECT

DYMONDS
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5 4 3 2 1 FRIDAY NIGHT
somebody's image ("HUSH") PETE WATSON'S ROCKHOUSE ST. MARY HALL DANDEMONI

GET IN THE GROUP GROOVE

SPOIL NOV. 25 THE LADY McCULLUM POWER SET.
PLAY THE BAMBIS RING & BALLERS

LOVERS DREAM THE KNOW PURPLE HAZE AND OTHERS
COUNTRY BOOKINGS WELCOME
BOOKINGS 572395

CRAZY BUTTONS

CRAZY BUTTONS

DO N'T MISS OUT GET THE CRAZY BUTTONS FOR 95 CENTS

MAIL ORDER CLEARANCE @ KULA 250, 3502

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE
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TOMFOOLERY

THE REAL ESCAPE

RING 84 1805 94 1824

CRAZY BUTTONS
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CALIFORNIA" 1967-1968 TO PINOCCHIO'S THIS SAT.

DON'T MISS OUT GET THE CRAZY BUTTONS FOR 95 CENTS

MAIL ORDER CLEARANCE @ KULA 250, 3502
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Victoria, Seymour, Pickwick
MISS TYERS
Timelapse, East Rand
MAY LEE
Sweet Mass, Family Dog

THURSDAY
RANDOS
More Thursday
DEPARTMENT
PENTHOUSE
SACRÉD HEART HALL

SATURDAY
ALBURY
LONDON
MELBOURNE
TENSY
CHRIS
PENTHOUSE
SACRÉD HEART HALL

MELB's BIGGEST
MOST MODERN!
this sat....

CLAXTON
PETE WATSON'S ROCKHOUSE
COMPACT - KLASS
EDGAR WAKEFIELD SET

CLAXTON PEOPLE GET A
LOT THAT OTHERS MISS

220 VICTORIA PARADE
Wherever you are -
finish the night at
LILY'S
open till very very late.
The place to
meet all the
people you
dreamed about!!!
On Monday, November 20, 3UZ will be broadcasting the number of cars displaying Coca-Cola Aerial Dampers, winning for their owners, any one of the $10,000 in prizes, including two Volkswagen, which must be won over the three weeks of competition. Pick up your distinctive Coca-Cola Aerial Damper at any Village Drive-in Theatre, Kings Parklands, Amoco Service Stations, 3UZ Traffic Cars or at 3UZ, 45 Bourke Street. And remember, a Coca-Cola Aerial Damper on your car radio, will give you the best 3UZ reception ever!